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March 6, 1980

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor & City Council

FROM:

Anne Rudin, Chairwoman
Planning & Community Development Committee

SUBJECT:

Ramp Metering Proposal

This item was reviewed by the Planning & Community Development
Committee at its meeting of February 27, 1980. No consensus
was reached, so it comes to you for your decision without a
committee recommendation.
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February 19, 1980

Planning and Community Development Committee
Sacramentd, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: Ramp Metering on the Route 50 Freeway

SUMMARY
Cal trans has proposed a ramp metering project on the Route 50 Freeway. They
propose to place traffic signals on all of the inbound ramps between and including Stockton Boulevard and Watt Avenue. These signals would restrain
traffic from entering the freeway in order to maintain free flowing conditions and avoid congestion on the freeway. They also propose to place bypass lanes at several locations that will allow buses and carpools to go
around the signals and enter the freeway without restraint. An auxiliary
lane on the shoulder would be provided between the 59th Street on-ramp and
the Stockton Boulevard off-ramp which is the point of maximum congestion on
the freeway.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Ramp metering on the Route 50 Freeway was first proposed by Caltrans a couple
of years ago. Since that time, several draft reports have been prepared and
public meetings have been held. There has also been considerable discussion
between the Caltrans staff and the City staff on the subject. Caltrans will
present reports, diagrams and testimony supporting their proposal to the Committee. Therefore, no attempt will be made in this report to describe and
justify the proposal. We will try to point up some of the possible disadvantages as they pertain to the surface street system.
Theoretically, a freeway will carry more traffic if free-flowing conditions
can be maintained. Once congestion begins to occur on a freeway, the actual
volume that is able to get through in a given period of time is less than
what it was just prior to congested conditions. If the flow of traffic were
completely uniform throughout the peak hour, the maximum capacity and minimum
air polution and energy consumption could be realized from ramp metering. The
only undesirable effect from ramp metering under these conditions would be
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possible congestion at the entrance to the ramps. However, the flow is seldom, if ever, completely uniform throughout the peak hour. Therefore,
capacity can be wasted on the freeway unless an extremely sophisticated
ramp metering system is installed. While such sophisticated systems are
available, they are very complex and therefore very prone to failure.
If the full capacity of the freeway is not being used as a result of ramp
metering, then some of the traffic is going to be shifted onto the surface
streets; thereby, shifting some measure of the State freeway traffic to the
City streets. The available alternative routes for the traffic are Folsom
Boulevard and the route made up of Fair Oaks Boulevard, H and J Streets,
The staff has little concern about immediate effects on the City's street
system from the installation of ramp meters. The auxiliary lane between
59th Street and Stockton Boulevard will improve capacity on the freeway to
the extent that the meters should have little effect on the traffic in
early years. However, we are concerned that as time goes by and additional
developments occur in the 50 Corridor, congestion will again begin to occur
on this route. The natural thing for Caltrans to do at that time is start
tightening down on the ramp meters. This will then begin to force the - traffic onto the City streets.
During negotiations with Caltrans staff regarding the above concerns, they
made a conditional commitment that they would finance City street projects
made necessary by any shifts in travel patterns that might occur from implementation of metering. The idea behind this commitment is that studies
would be made before and after the ramp meters are installed and also before
and after any significant changes are made in the settings. These studies
should show how much additional traffic has been forced onto the City streets.
The State's commitment is that they will consider helping with the financing
of improvements necessary to mitigate this additional traffic on the City
streets. In a letter dated May 7, 1979, Caltrans placed the following condition on their offer to pay the City for alterations to City streets made
necessary by the project: "Consideration of improvements to City streets
due to trip diversion by ramp metering should include a cost benefit evaluation as capital expenditure funds for this purpose will reduce funds for
other projects within the SRAPC area by the same amount."

FINANCIAL DATA
If ramp metering works the way the State says it will, there should be no
cost to the City as a result of this project. If the ramp metering forces
large volumes of traffic onto the City's streets and the State will not pay
the full costs of improvements to accommodate this traffic, the cost to the
City could be considerable.

RECOMMENDATION
None.
Resp tfully submi ted,

LMF/mf
cc: Ron Parker

•01, 00.4.4.044
L. M. Frink
Traffic Engineer
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Jim Standtee
Cat-Tuns DiztAict 3
PO Box 911
Matty4vitte CA 95901

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
PLANNING AND COMMUNITY 'DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Lance Bailey, Director
827 Seventh Street
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 440-6222

March 3, 1980

Allyn D. Robie
City Councilwoman
City Hall, 915 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Lynn:
As you requested, we have compiled a list indicating_the
remaining large blocks of undeveloped land in Rancho CordOva.
A copy is attached for your information. You will notice there
is very little remaining residential land that does not have at
least conceptual approval for development.
I hope this information is helpful to you. If I can be of
further assistance, please call.
Sincerely,

/

(IA/z/
LANCE BAILEY
WL

Planning Director

LB:MK:no
Attachment
Illa Collin
cc:
Toby Johnson

March 3, 1980
UNDEVELOPED LAND - RANCHO CORDOVA
ACRES

STATUS

ZONING/LAND USE

LOCATION

I

SPA

Conceptual approval (3200 dwelling units - various
types; some commercial and office; 16 acres commercial
conceptual approval - maybe more; includes light rail
station). No m-• filed et.

950 +

I Natoma Station
Northeast of Highway 50
between Sunrise and Hazel

200+

I Sunriver
Northwest of Sunrise and Coloma

38+

Mills Station
North side Coloma Rd at Cordova

SPA

232 single family units approved - (construction this
spring).

20+

Tiffany
Northwest corner Folsan and
Rod Beaudry

RD-5

Approval for 100+ homes - some construction started

50+

Southeast corner Watt & Hwy 50

Commercial

Undeveloped

80+

Old Freeway right-of-way south
of Hwy 50

RD-5

Undeveloped

20+

Old Freeway right-of-way north
of
50

RD-5

Undeveloped

80+

Between Hwy 50 and Folsom Blvd.
La Riviera Dr. to old 143 rightof-way

Industrial

Undeveloped

17+

Northeast corner Bradshaw and
Old Placerville Road

RD-5

Undeveloped

55+

North of Folsom Blvd., east
end of Mira del Rio

RD-2 (30+ ac.)
RD-5 (25+ ac.)

Undeveloped

40+

Between West La Loma Dr. and
Rod Beaudry - may be sold by
school district (The Meadows)

RD-5

Undeveloped

Industrial

Undeveloped

Extensive
acreage

South of Hwy 50

GPT-13 6-28-29

RD-5 (mostly)

I

Tentative on entire project.
structed, some occu ied.

Approximately 1/2 con-

•1

•
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA—TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

'EDMUND 0 nowt,/ Jrit_ GOV•

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 3
P.O, Box 911, mARYSVILLE 95901
%

Telephone (916) 674-4242
May 21, 1979

03-Ramp Metering

Mr.. Ronald H. Parker
City Engineer
of Sacramento
915 I Street ' Room 207
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mr. Parker:
Attached for your information is a report "The Effects of
Ramp Metering on City Streets."
Very truly yours,
LEO 3. TROMEATORE
District Director of Transportation
CiTy oF • r

:7

E. F. Gal -gam
Deputy District Director
Transportation Planning
Attach.

NAY t2 1,373

qty.

THE EFFECTS OF RAMP METERING
ON
CITY STREETS

Prepared in Conformance With
Budget Line Item 151-2
1978/79 Fiscal Year

By
State of California
Business and Transportation Agency
Department of Transportation

March 1979

••

THE EFFECTS OF RAMP METERING
ON CITY STREETS

Report Preparation Committee

Salem Spitz, City of Long Beach
nerald W. Skiles, City of Los Angeles
Tom F. Shreve, City of Santa Clara
Paul H. Fowler, Auto Club of Southern California ,
James G. Bell, Caltrans - District 07
Leonard Newman, Caltrans - District 04

California Department of Transportation
March, 1979
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March 23, 1979

Honorable Darryl R. White
Secretary of the Senate
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Honorable James D. Driscoll
Chief Clerk of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Gentlemen:
Submitted herewith are two copies of the report entitled, The
Effects of Ramp Metering on City Streets* prepared in
conformance with Budget Line Item 151-2 for the 1978/79 Fiscal
Year. Item 151-2 directs the Department of Transportation to
study the impact of Ramp Metering and other traffic diversion
devises, on local road costs.
Only ramp metering is addressed in this report since no other
devices which divert traffic are used on freeways.
Ramp metering has been operating An the Los Angeles area for
ten years, has expanded to the San Francisco and San Diego
areas in recent years, and is planned for the Sacramento area.
This re*ort presents the results of an analysis of several
projectc in the three metropolitan areas where ramp meters are
now operating.
Due to the subject matter of this report, a representative
committee of traffic engineers from three major California
cities, two Caltrans Districts and the Automobile Club of
Southern California was formed to direct the preparation of
this report.

iL,

Garemor

Honorable Darryl R. White
Honorable James D. Driscoll
Page Two
.•
March 23, 1979

The report is organized in four . sections. The first section is
an executive summary outlining the results of the report. The
second section discusses ramp metering in more detail including
a statement of the problem to be solved and an explanation of
how ramp metering is used to mitigate the problem. Section
three provides a summary of current ramp metering operations
and analyses the effect on city streets of fourteen projects in
the three metropolitan area studied. A more detailed analysis
of one project where there is comprehensive city street data
available is also included in this section.
Finally, there is an Appendix containing a detailed explanation ,
of ramp control theory.
Sincerely,

a

eLA4,,11 402.44GLAZI

ADRIANA GIANTURCO
Director of Transportation

I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Based on ten years of experience with ramp metering
projects sand a detailed analysis of 154 of the 381
existing' metered ramps in California, it is concluded
that ramp metering has a minimum impact on local
streets.
Ramp metering is also beneficial to total corridor
traffic flow, including both the freeway and paralleling
local streets. Side effects on city streets that are not
correctable by traffic engineering techniques are not
significant. The cost of initial modification to the
city streets and adjustments or changes on an on-going
basis is borne by the California Department of
Transportation.
It was found that cost to the city for a decrease in the
life of city street pavement cannot be calculated because
of the small diversion to city streets and the short
period of time it occurs. In the worst case measured in
this report, the net increase in the daily traffic was
less than 1%. Payment for decreased pavement life for
such small changes cannot be justified as the effect of
such changes is virtually immeasureable.
Increases or decreases in enforcement costs, and costs
from accidents, are also too small to calculate
meaningfully.
As a matter of policy, Caltrans establishes a cooperative
agreement with cities where ramp meters are to be
installed, reimbursing costs to the city stemming from
the installation of ramp meters, including modification
of city traffic signals, signing, and striping. The
cooperative agreement procedure to reimburse cities for
actual costs incurred relative to ramp metering in their
city has been adequate.

1

II. INTRODUCTION
A.

The Role of Ramp Metering
Ramp metering has for ten years been a vital tool in
the effort—to maximize the efficiency of the urban
transportation facilities for vehicular traffic and
to minimize the total delay to the traveling public
during the hours of peak traffic congestion.
The expansion of this method of managing traffic in
the urban areas of California and provision of bypass
lanes for carpools and buses at some metered ramps
seems to be among the more effective methods of
dealing with the congestion, environmental, energy,
and diminishing resources problems of the day.

B.

The Importance of This Study
An understanding of ramp control and its value by
decision makers is essential if engineers and
planners are to continue to cope with the problems of
urban mobility. Because of the need for widespread
acceptability of this report a representative
committee of traffic engineers from three major
California cities, two Caltrans Districts, and the
Automobile Club of Southern California were formed to
direct the preparation of this report. The duties of
this committee included study design, methods of
reporting findings, review of the staff work, and
approval of the findings.
The committee has joined in this cooperative venture
because they have experienced ramp metering in their
cities and feel strongly about the positive role of
ramp metering in managing our existing transportation
system. They also believe it is important that
decision makers understand the interplay between
freeway traffic and city street traffic in maximizing
the efficiency of a transportation corridor.

C.

Traffic Diversion
In most cases where there is congestion on an
unmetered freeway, there is a substantial amount of
diversion of potential freeway traffic to city
streets. Much of this diversion has been documented
by origin and destination surveys of freeway ramp
users taken before ramp metering projects were
implemented. The reason for this diversion from the
desired route was almost always to avoid freeway
congestion.

2

While the major emphasis of the report is directed
toward the effect ramp metering has on city street
traffic flow and consequently, city street operating
costs, the committee believes that a brief
destription of the operating concepts of ramp
metering is essential if the city street aspect is to
be understood.

D. Brief Theory_f Ramp Metering
(See Appendix for a more detailed explanation of ramp
metering)
The theory of ramp metering is to provide the most
efficient use of the existing capacity of a
transportation corridor with the minimum amount of
delay to all motorists wanting to use that corridor.
Simply stated ramp meters are installed to better
manage the waiting time that is inevitable for some
vehicles when more traffic wants to use a facility
than that facility can accommodate. There is a
similarity to the modern method used in banks when at
certain times of the day tellers cannot serve the
patrons at the same rate that they enter the bank.
Banks have used the single waiting line concept with
great success becuase it allows a fair and orderly
distribution of waiting time. While it is obvious to
the bank patrons that it is more orderly and fair
becuase the total operation can be seen,
unfortunately it is not always so obvious to the
users of a freeway ramp. This is sometimes the case
when a driver who has to make an adjustment in his or
her trip because of a ramp meter believes that there
has been unnecessary delay.
A system of ramp meters programmed to equitably
distribute vehicles to the available space in the
freeway corridor will not eliminate all delay but it
will decrease the total time that people will be
delayed. This is done by the redistribution of
vehicles in the travel corridor to their best route
of travel.
There are situations where the wait at an on-ramp,
.required to maintain freeflow conditions on the
freeway, would overflow available storage space and
cause city street problems. If this cannot be
relieved by adding capacity to the freeway then some
of the efficiency on the freeway would have to be
sacrificed (by increasing the meter rates beyond the
point that would allow free flow) in order to
maintain the integrity of the city street system.

E. Summary of Report Results
Eleven of the fourteen projects analyzed are in the
Los Angeles area, with one from San Diego and two
from Pen Francisco. These projects contain a total
of 154 metered on-ramps along 130 directional miles
of freeway.
In general ramp metering has no significant adverse
impact on city streets. In cases where freeway
capacity was added with the project to eliminate
"bottleneck" areas, the city street traffic operation
has actually improved. This is due to a more
efficient use of the freeway corridor causing less
diversion to city streets than existed before the
metering was implemented.
Where there was no freeway capacity added with the
project some traffic diversion was observed on some
projects. The average additional volume on city
streets was not usually large enough to cause
measurable changes in the operation of these streets.
When there were measurable changes, the maximum
increase in travel times on city streets during the
peak hour was found to be in the 10% to 15% range.
Decreases in the same range were also measured. The
maximum volume increase on city streets was found to
cause less than a 1% increase in the daily traffic.
Most operational problems caused by ramp meters
abacking-up" cars onto the city streets are observed
during the first few days of metering. They are
usually solved during the adjustment period by the
shifting of users travel routes to a more efficient
use of the freeway corridor. Some problems with city
streets interference are eliminated by adjusting the
metering rates at several ramps to better fit the
changing traffic patterns.
Currently, there are 27 out of the 381 existing
metered ramps where a back-up onto a city street is
of some concern. Measures are under way at all of
these locations to minimize these problems.
The enforcement of the meter system is handled by the
California Highway Patrol (C.H.P.). A study is now
underway to assess the future needs of the C.H.P. due
to the expanding ramp meter system. Some help from
local enforcement agencies has been received in
specialized situations. The most common of these is
during the initial few weeks of operation. Other
instances are during the initial period of the
prohibition of a turning movement from the city
street to a freeway ramp. Because of the limited

duration of local enforcement manpower needed for
ramp meter related duties, there is no knowledge of
any additional enforcement personnel being hired.
While sdbstantial reductions of congestion related
accident rates (up to 50%) have been documented on
the freeway due to the implementation of ramp
metering, there has been no apparent increase in
accident rates on city streets.

III. ANALYSIS OF RAMP METERING ON CITY STREETS
ti•
A. Overview of Current Operation
There are 338 ramps in the Los Angeles area, 14 ramps
in the San Diego area and 29 ramps in the San
Francisco area.
All 381 ramps were studied for ramp delay and effects
of ramp back-up on city streets. Forty percent of
the metered ramps are covered in evaluation reports
which describe diversion of traffic to city streets
and benefits of metering.
All ramps are continuously monitored to provide
efficient operation. Periodic traffic studies are
made which include counting the ramp volume and
recording length of queue. As each project was
implemented, any ramp which had traffic backed onto
the city street was given special attention and if
there were problems resulting from such interference
with non-freeway traffic, measures were taken to
mitigate these problems. Measures included special
signing and striping, additional space for storage,
changes in metering rates and prohibition of some
turning movements at ramp entrances. Ramp queues
that don't interfere with non-freeway traffic are not
considered problem locations.
Table 1 is a summary of effects of ramp metering in
Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco areas for
projects which are covered by an evaluation report.
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B. Ramp Back-Up onto City Streets
0t43. of the 381 ramps metered, 75 ramps back up into
city streets. This back-up is usually stored in the
curb lane clear of through traffic, but there are 27
ramps which cause some delay to city street traffic
which is not destined for the freeway. Table 2 lists
ramps that queue onto city streets and also provides
a summary of existing conditions.
Delay at Ramp Meters
Delay at the meters varies from a few seconds to 12
minutes. Three hundred and fifty-seven ramps have a
maximum delay of 6 minutes or less. Twenty-one ramps
have a maximum delay of 6 to 10 minutes. Following
is the distribution of delay for all metered ramps
for the entire metering periods.
Delay
2
4
6
8

- 2 Minutes
Minutes or Greater
Minutes or Greater
Minutes or Greater
Minutes or Greater

% of Total
Meter Time
80%
20%
7%
2%
1%

In most cases, motorists will not wait more than 6 to
7 minutes becuase they can then save time by taking
an alternate route or ramp to their destinations. In
a few cases, the alternate route travel time is of
the same magnitude as waiting at the ramp; but in
other cases, considerable time can be saved by using
an alternate route. There are evidently some
motorists who will not take an alternate route. The
actual reasons for this are not always known but
being unfamiliar with city streets patterns has been
mentioned by some drivers.
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C. A Detailed Study of Diversion and Ram Delay for a
Los Angeles Project
The nocthbound Rte 405 freeway from Rte 11 to El
Segundo Boulevard was selected for detailed reporting
on effects of metering because the original
evaluation report has considerable data on diversion
and ramps back up and the effects of metering on city
streets was greater than for any other project.
This project involves a *diagonal" freeway (see
Figure 1) which cuts across both north-south and
east-west streets. Metering is restrictive and ramp
delays are the highest in the Los Angeles area.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the queueing at some of these
metered ramps. These photos emphasize that operation
on city streets is not adversely affected by back ups
from meters. The volume of traffic diverted is one
of the highest in the Los Angeles area.
There were 3,300 vehicles re-routed from the on-ramps
during the metering period from 0615 to 0830. (See
Figure 5 for a summary of before and after volumes.)
During the same time period, off-ramp volumes
decreased by 1,300 vehicles because these off-ramp
vehicles no longer found it necessary to exit the
freeway to bypass congestion. These vehicles now
continue on the freeway to their destination.
The net effect of these changed traffic patterns was
an increase in volume (1,350 vehicles) on city
streets as shown in Table 3 on page 22.
The increased volumes on the City Streets did not
change the overall average speed on these streets. *
These increased volumes on City streets and the
upstream Freeway sections account for only about 1/2
of the 3300 vehicles re-routed. An analysis of
origins of on-ramp vehicles (data from before

*Some streets had an increase in average speed even
with an increase in volume. This increase in speed
Is possible because of the wide fluctuation in speeds
each day. Where there was a decrease in average
speed, the average decrease was in the 10-15% range
which is probably less than the daily fluctuation
range.
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metering), indicates that at least B alternate routes
could be used by the re-routed vehicles. The volume
of traffic on the major alternates was counted and
malpr changes detected. Changes on other alternates
are predicted to be small and fall within the range
of daily fluctuations and would be impossible to
detect.
TABLE 3
Local Street Volumes 0630 to 0800
Streets

Volume
Before

Volume
After

Crenshaw
Prairie
Hawthorne
Inglewood
Aviation
El Segundo
Rosecrans

1915
1895
2260
1350
1825
2040
2210

1775
1865
2330
1875
2230
2410
2370

13495

14845

Total

% Change = 9% in peak period
(4. 1% change in Daily Volume)
Typically, the users of the last few ramps
(downstream) are the ones who are adversely affected
by ramp metering - these ramps enter at the "head of
the line and the addition of this traffic to an
already full freeway causes congestion and delay on
the freeway.
There are four ramps on this project that fall into
this category and the traffic diverted from these
ramps accounts for approximately 80% of the total
volume diverted for the project. The four ramps and
the volume diverted for each ramp is as follows:
Ramp

Artesia
Redondo Beach
Hawthorne
. Inglewood - N/B
Total

Volume Diverted
During metering
450
525
970
720
2665 80% of Total Traffic
Diverted on project

The trips via these four ramps prior to metering
involved some congestion on the freeway but these
trips now take more time due to delay at meters. The
additional time for users of these 4 ramps is a
maximum of 3 minutes at Artesia, 6 minutes at Redondo
Beach, 6 minutes at Hawthorne and 7 minutes at
Inglewood N/B. Even with this increased delay, there
is a net benefit in the corridor (freeway and city
streets). Total travel was reduced by 1500
vehicle-hours per weekday.
D. Benefits of 14 Projects Studied
The five Los Angeles projects which had ramp control
with no significant widening had freeway delay
reduced by 3080 vehicle-hours per day. Ramp delay on
these projects amounted to 1590 vehicle hours per day
and City street delay was 240 vehicle hours per day.
The net benefit for these 5 projects was 1250
vehicle-hours per day. Four of these projects had
significant improvement in average speed (19 mph
Increase) on the freeway. One project (15) had a
decrease (2 mph) in average speed based on a
comparison of before and after conditions without
consi4ering increases in demand. Without ramp
metering, this project operation would have been much
worse because of the increased demand (See Table 1
for volume changes).

The six Los Angeles projects which had widening plus
ramp control had freeway delay reduced by 3050
vehicle hours per day. Ramp delay on these projects
amounted to 380 vehicles hours per day. There was no
city street delay on these projects. The net benefit
for these 6 projects was 2670 vehicle-hours per day.
The average speed was greater than 40 mph after
improvements for all of these projects except one.
All of the San Francisco area systems have been
successful in improving freeway operation for all
traffic including those entering the freeway from

metered ramps. In San Diego on Route 94, the freeway
delay has been reduced by 30%.
The total volume of traffic through the 'controlled
section for the control period decreased on only one
project (#1). All other projects either had an
increase M e #4, #6, #8, #9 0 410, #11) or remained
the same (43, 45, #7, and Route 94 in San Diego).
Addicent data was included in 7 of the projects (12,
#4, 16, 18, 19, 410, #11). Accidents were reduced on
5 of the projects (12, 14, #8, #9, #11). The average
reduction was 40%. There was a 25% reduction in peak
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period accidents for Route 94 in San Diego for a 4
monthVeriod. Two projects did not have a reduction
in accidedts. The Rte 405 project between Rte 605
and Rte 7 did not have an accident reduction because
all bottlenecks were not removed and although
operation has improved there is still considerable
congestion. The Rte 5 project from East L. A.
Interchange to Rte 7 had an increase in accidents
after the implementation of• the part time use of the
right shoulder as a lane.

APPENDIX

'BASIC RAMP CONTROL THEORY'

FREEWAY ENTRANCE RAMP 'CONTROL
INTRODUCTION: ,

Ramp control has become an accepted engineering technique to
reduce freeway traffic delay and accidents. However, its basic
operating principles are not well understood nor widely
recognized.
RAMP CONTROL:

Ramp control consists of regulating the number of vehicles
entering a freeway on-ramps in order to maintain efficient
bottleneck inflow at or slightly below roadway capacity. That
is, diverting a relatively_few vehicles from the freeway
results in greatly reduced delay for the thousands of remaining
ones.
There is nothing inherently "modern" or 'electronic" about such
control. On-ramp volumes may be limited by barricades or by
signals operating on either a simple fixed-time basis or in a
traffic-responsive mode. In fact, some of the most successful
control projects simply consist of a movable barricade.
How to store waiting vehicles at metered on-ramps so their
queue doesn't seriously interfere with city street traffic
represents a key consideration. This problem is especially
acute at short ramps, but less of a problem at very, long ones.
PRIMARY BENEFITS:

Three primary benefits of ramp control are: (1) it makes
better use of the entire corridor's width (lateral efficiency);
(2) it increases the efficiency of the entire corridor's
length (longitudinal efficiency); and (3) and it shortens the
peak traffic period (time efficiency). These three benefits
are explained below.
1.

Lateral Efficiency

Ramp control diverts vehicles (particularly those on
short trips) around the bottleneck as shown below.
Inflow in the 'Before" case is 4300 vph while outflow
is only 4000 vph. This means that the congestion is
increasing in length during this time period.
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Note that diverting only 300 vph results in these
changes:

2.

a.

bbfore: 4300 vph (inflow) undergo congestion.
After: Only 500 vph undergo delay on the ramp
(typically one to six minutes) and 300 vph are
diverted while 3500 vph travel freely.

b.

The bottleneck has, in effect, been widened by
about one-seventh of a lane. That is, the
diverted 300 vph are equal to 300/2000 of a
freeway lane's capacity.

c.

Delay is greatly reduced, not just shuffled
around. In one typical case on the southbound
Harbor Freeway, main line delay was reduced by
1000 vehicle hours per day, while added delay to
ramp users and bypassers totaled only 170
vehicle hours, leaving a net reduction of 830
hours in overall delay time.

Longitudinal Efficiency

Ramp control permits exiting traffic upstream from
the bottleneck to avoid needlessly being caught in
congestion. A typical example is shown below.
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Note that the freeway does more work in the "after'
case by carrying 3900 vph upstream of the exit under
reasonably free flowing conditions instead of only
3700 vph at stop and go speeds. In addition, the
exiting vehicles do not undergo needless congestion.
This is known as increasing the freeway's
"throughput" (i.e., vehicle-miles per minute).
3. • rime Efficiency
Ramp control shortens the peak traffic period.
typical example, based on a rural weekend ramp
closure, is shown below.
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Note that the duration of congestion is greatly
reduced. Control also shortens urban peaks, though
usually not as dramatically.
SECONDARY BENEFITS:
Three secondary benefits of ramp control are discussed below:
A.

Transit:
It is desirable to provide preferential entry at
metered ramps for transit buses (and carpools). The
on-ramp must be at least two-lanes wide in order to
provide an exclusive lane so that high occupancy
vehicles may bypass the queue of waiting cars, wait
briefly at the signal until it turns green, and then
enter the freely flowing freeway.

B.

Safety:
Ramp control has generally reduced peak-period
accidents. Some projects have had little effect
while others have cut the frequency of accidents by
about two-thirds. In general, the preliminary
findings are that peak period accidents have been cut
in half on controlled freeway sections. This is
especially significant because research indicates
that accidents rates neat- bottleneck areas during
peak periods are typically three to thirty times the
statewide average.

C.

Reduction of City Street Traffic:
One benefit of ramp control is that is mai reduce
city street traffic.
The existence of severe freeway congestion causes
some drivers to change their point of entry so as to

use an on-ramp "at the head of the line". Other
drivers may actually leave the congested freeway, run
along+city streets to the head of the line, and then
reenter..-These practices increase city street
traffic without necessarily increasing the corridor's
efficiency.
Experience has shown that because ramp control
reduces ,congestion it can greatly reduce this
unproductive loading of city streets. For example,
metering of the southbound Harbor Freeway in Los
Angeles shifted 1400 vehicles from their usual ramps
between 3:45 and 5:45 p.m. Only 500 of these were
truly diverted during this entire two-hour period.
The other 900 entered at ramps upstream of the
controlled section, which is where they had
originally desired to enter but had been avoiding due
to main line congestion. That is, 500 vehicles were
added to city streets while 900 were removed from
such streets.
CAPACITY:

It is sometimes stated that ramp control is an alternative to
new roadway construction and that it increases capacity. These
two statements deserve more detailed attention.
A. Occasionally a speech is made or an item appears in
the press which suggests that all traffic problems
can be solved by using electronic devices to improve
flow.
An urban area generates travel which can be measured
in vehicle-miles. The rate of demand varies, peaking
in the morning and evening. The rate can be
expressed in vehicle-miles per minute, or
"throughput". Delay is caused whenever the actual
throughput of the road network is less than the
demand. The same number of vehicle-miles will be
generated, but if the throughput is insufficient, it
will take a longer period of time to service them.
In other words, people will be delayed, and the delay
is manifested in congestion. There are other causes
of delay, too, but this one -- demand exceeding
capacity -- is the more important. The only way to
reduce this kind of delay is to increase throughput.
Ramp control projects do increase system throughput,
but this increase can never be greater than the
amount by which present throughput falls short of
capacity, and is rarely more than 25% even on short
sections. The amount of increased throughput
achievable by ramp control is but a fraction of the
amount of increased throughput provided by a new
freeway or by major reconstruction of an existing
freeway.

B.

Various California ramp control projects have
slightly increased capacity, slightly decreased
%capacity, and had no effect on capacity. This is a
function of roadway geometrics and traffic
characteristics. Metering rates on many projects are
selected to keep bottleneck flow slightly below
capacity in order to reduce shockwave accidents and
any congestion due to minor incidents.
In general, ramp control will not significantly
change bottleneck capacity. However, it may well
result in increasing the vehicle-miles-per-minute
throughput of a stretch of freeway.

CONCLUSION
Ramp control can provide significant net benefits in many
corridors. This disseration hopefully explains the origin and
relative magnitude of such benefits.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

FROM:

JACI PAPPAS, ACTING CITY CL

SUBJECT: REFERRAL OF ITEM NO. 32, AGEN
DATE:

MARCH 11, 1980

MARCH 12, 1.980

Pursuant to Council action, the following subject matter is referred to
your committee for hearing, report and recommendation: 'Ramp metering on
Rte. 50. (Council game conceptual approval; agreement to be brought back .
to Council.)

cc: City Manager
City Engineer
Traffic Engineer,
Principal Planner (Art Gee)

